138 Slitter Rewinder

Features

- Dual differential rewind shafts
- Intuitive touchscreen controls with unlimited recipes
- Pneumatically inert rider rolls for density control
- Integrated web guide and tension control
- Compact Footprint

- Two-motor smart AC Vector drive system
- On-Board Drive based PAC Control
- Over/under winding
- Internet based remote diagnostic with WiFi capability
Compact and Versatile...

the 138 Slitter Rewinder is well suited for a wide range of products including polyethylene, polypropylene, polyester, film laminates, self-adhesive label stock, paper, and other flexible materials.

Dual pneumatically inter rider rolls provide the softest touch for light materials while the differential shafts provide a constant tension even on materials that have gauge band variations.

Quick setup of the 138 is achieved through the advanced Stanford interface which provides many practical and easy to use features for the operator, such as on-screen diagnostics, and an easy-to-read operating dashboard.

Accraply engineers a large selection of Stanford Doctor Machines®, a complete line of duplex differential slitter rewinders and shrink sleeve finishing equipment, as well as customized equipment.